[Comparison of different methods for the definition of indicators to assess the diagnostic and therapeutic paths of colorectal cancer].
to assess the accuracy of hospital admissions (through hospital discharge records - SDO) in the estimation of incident cases of colorectal cancer, extracted from the cancer registry (CR) of the Local Health Unit "Milano1" and to investigate whether specific indicators to assess the diagnostic-therapeutic paths of this tumour are influenced by the data source. observational cross-sectional study. incident cases for the period 2007-2009 of colorectal cancer by CR and application of an algorithm to the SDO to identify the same patients. sensitivity and positive predictive value of SDO data. Indicators to evaluate the diagnostic and therapeutic paths of patients with colorectal cancer and assessment of the level of concordance indicator in SDO and CR databases. Each indicator was related to the volume of specific interventions for colorectal cancer. SDO database showed 2,246 cases, while from RT 2,335 subjects with the colorectal cancer resulted. The sensitivity of the SDO was 90.2%, with 15% of discordant cases. The group identified exclusively by CR had lower survival. The indicators surgery had the lowest levels of correlation (0.64 to 0.69) but the highest level of appropriateness (90%), while the indicators for diagnosis and follow-up showed greater correlation but lower values. for some indicators, using the SDO when the CR is not available is useful, considering the volume of specific interventions for colorectal cancer. For indicators where tumour stage is important, the CR is the best data source available.